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By NAM KWON HEO

It was an extremely hot 

summer in Korea. To help 

everyone cool off, the 4th 

Sinchon Water Gun Festival 

was held along Yonsei-ro 

in Sinchon from July 9th to 

10th. This annual festival, 

started by event promoter 

Gil-woo Han, reminds 

every participant of their 

childhood memories. “When 

I was a child, I used to 

have water gun fights with 

my friends," says Han. "So 

why not as an adult?"

This year's festival gave 

us positive energy and a 

chance to forget about the 

hot weather. The festival is 

always open to everyone. 

Participants only need to 

come prepared with a water 

gun. This year's program 

consisted of three parts. 

First, the festival began 

with a pirate ship attraction. 

Then the water gun battled 

began with everyone joining 

in. At the same time, two 

fire engines used water 

cannons on the crowd, 

adding to the fun. Finally, 

the festival wound down
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Students adjusting to 
changes on campus
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▲ While Kangnam University’s cafeterias and coffee shops are shut down during the 
impasse with their former food service provider, food on campus is served from food 
trucks.
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▲ At the 4th annual 
Sinchon Water Gun Festival.
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▲ ON PAGE 4 Read about German School of Music violin professor Viktoria Kaunzner’s 
students (from left) Juhee Ihm (3rd-year), Haram Park (4th-year), and Jiwon Lim (2nd-year) 
performed in Germany with the Academic Orchestra Berlin during the summer.

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

The first day of every 

semester is usually a time 

of optimism. Students 

have come back from a 

summer break filled with 

travel, part-time jobs, 

new hairstyles or a keener 

sense of fashion, and a 

sense of determination. Like 

most students, those at 

Kangnam University hope 

this semester will be better 

than the last one.

For those blissfully 

ignorant of a current crisis 

at the university, food 

trucks like the ones parked 

in front of Shalom Hall are 

seen as a nice touch -- a 

fun way to welcome back 

students with a festive 

atmosphere. Then one 

notices the bookstore and 

cafeteria in Insa Hall are 

closed. The situation is the 

same for the cafeteria and 

coffee shop in Shalom Hall. 

In fact, all of the dining 

establishments on campus 

are closed.

"I was so surprised," says 

3rd-year student Jennifer 

Hee Kyung Kim. "Why are 

the cafeterias gone now? 

Where are the students 

going to eat?"

BOYCOTT CONT. ON 3
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Too scary for you?
A review of The Conjuring 2

"We will build a great wall 

along the southern border, 

and Mexico will pay for 

the wall. They don't know 

it yet, but they're going to 

pay for it."

As Peter Sagal, host 

of NPR's popular radio 

program Wait Wait... Don't 

Tell Me asked a contestant 

on Saturday, who said 

this to Americans last 

Wednesday night but 

"somehow... forgot" to say 

it to the Mexican president 

earlier that afternoon? If 

you answered American 

Republican presidential 

candidate Donald Trump, 

you would have been one 

step closer to winning Wait 

Wait's game Who's Bill This 

Time?

Wait Wait... Don't Tell Me 

has been on the air since 

1983. With the sharp wit 

of host Sagal, the comic 

vocal performance of 

announcer Bill Kurtis, and a 

rotating panel of humorists, 

journalists, and comedians, 

the weekly news quiz 

show is a great source of 

entertainment.

While many of the items 

mentioned in games like 

This Week's News are quite 

easy for anyone who keeps 

up with the news, you can 

still learn all sorts of quirky 

facts.

For example, did you 

know that through the use 

of brain scans, scientists 

have shown that dogs know 

when people are lying? 

Or that there is a guinea 

pig matchmaking service 

in Switzerland where it is 

illegal to own just one? 

Here's a really goofy one: 

did you know that over the 

summer KFC sold their 

own brand of sunscreen 

that actually smells like 

fried chicken?

Each episode also has 

a celebrity guest who 

joins the program in a 

segment called Not My 

Job, in which the celebrity 

answers multiple choice 

questions on topics only 

seemingly related to their 

job. Earlier this year jazz 

bassist Esperanza Spalding 

was called on to answer 

questions about other kinds 

of "bases": base jumping, 

baseball, and the Swedish 

pop group Ace of Base.

Whether the contestants 

win or lose, the program 

makes you think and laugh.

Wait Wait . . . Don't Tell 

Me is available wherever 

National Public Radio is 

broadcast. It can also be 

streamed or downloaded 

through the NPR One app 

or as a podcast on all 

major providers.
On August 30, Kangnam 

University alumnus and 

former Department of 

Liberal Arts teaching 

assistant Shin Woo Jin 

released his first single, a 

ballad entitled "Thank You" 

on popular music download 

services to considerable 

buzz.

Shin, a businessman who 

studied English literature 

at KNU has nurtured his 

passion for music through 

d rumming, s i ng ing, 

songwriting. The release of 

his full album is due next 

spring.

By CLAUDIA GREY

They say summer is the 

perfect time to stay cool 

watching horror movies. 

Tons of them came out 

the last couple of months, 

most of them not so good. 

The Conjuring 2, however, 

almost made me pee right 

in my seat! This movie 

is super spine-chilling, 

for real! It is based on 

true events (the Enfield 

Poltergeist case) and 

recounted by the Warrens, 

investigators of the 

paranormal.

The film takes us to 

England and the home of 

the Hodgson family. The 

Hodgsons have dealt with 

a strong entity that has 

possessed not only their 

house, but their second 

oldest daughter Janet. The 

events of this terrifying 

story start after Janet 

and her sister play with 

a Ouija, a board (and a 

game to most of us!) used 

to contact the spirit world. 

When it becomes clear the 

Hodgsons live in a haunted  

house, the family gains 

a lot of public attention. 

The media coverage shown 

in the film of the famed 

Warrens somehow makes 

it all feel more real. But 

the winning element of the 

movies is the actors, who 

make us follow their every 

breath. When they exhaled 

out of fear, I could feel it 

on my neck!

This film makes you jump, 

scream, and fear that right 

behind you there might be 

something ready to get you.

Kudos to the main actors 

and actresses, especially 

to Vera Farmiga, who 

plays Lorraine Warren 

-- a woman graced with 

godly kindness, and the 

captivating Madison Wolfe, 

who plays Janet.

The film was very popular 

with audiences, becoming 

the second highest-

grossing horror film of all 

time behind 1973's The 

Exorcist. Need I say more?

If you are a fan of horror 

films and haven’t yet seen 
The Conjuring 2, put down 

what you're doing and go 

watch it! If horror films are 

not your thing, you should 

still give the movie a try 

-- perhaps during the day 

... with all the lights on... 

with both of your parents 

by your side. On second 

thought, you'd better avoid 

the movie altogether. It 

might just be too scary for 

you.

▲ English-language podcasts are a free, easy, and 
entertaining way to sharpen your listening skills and learn 
something new. Enjoy this recommendation.

Shin releases 1st single

with a dance party and a 

DJ.

I went to the festival 

on July 9. The weather 

was sunny with the wind 

blowing occasionally. The 

others were dressed up 

for the festival in a variety 

of ways: soldiers, Spider-

Man, Iron Man, and many 

other characters. All of 

them got their costumes 

wet, but they were happy. 

Everyone sang together 

and danced to the music 

by the DJ. A fun time was 

had by everyone at the 

festival. The event reached 

its climax when a young 

boy started breakdancing 

for the crowd. Shouts 

came from everywhere as 

people cheered the boy on. 

The festive noises grew as 

water guns were shot into 

the sky, water falling on a 

delighted audience.

The event didn't go 

perfectly, however, as the 

inconsiderate behavior of 

some people ruined the 

fun a little for others. With 

the overwhelming number 

of people, however, it 

was difficult to complain 

about such things. Such 

things may be unavoidable 

at festivals. But if the 

organizers and participants 

address this problem, future 

festivals should be enjoyable 

for everyone.

WATER  
FROM 1

▲ On the afternoon of 
Sunday October 23 at 
Seoul Arts Center’s IBK 
Chamber Hall, German 
School of Music flute 
professor Philipp Jundt 
performs a recital with 
British pianist Freddy 
Kempf, with whom Jundt will 
release an album later this 
year.
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Ministry of Education’s slipshod policy of financial 
support as a weapon the cause of troubles at Ewha

On July 28, students 
a t  E w h a  Wo m a n s 
University began protest 
demonstrations at the 
main building of the 
university in opposition to 
the founding of the Light 
Up Your Future in Ewha 
College (LiFE) continuing 
education program with no 
signs of letting up. On July 
30, only two days after 
this incident, 1,600 police 
officers were dispatched at 
the president’s request in 
an unprecedented action 
that angered alumni and 
professors who demanded 
her resignation. Even 
though the administration 
has since withdrawn the 
LiFE plan, the conflict has 
continued to intensify in 
many aspects.
This incident has revealed 

different visions of society. 
Ewha’s current students 
and many of their alumni 
have expressed concern the 
university only cares about 
increasing revenue through 
the LiFE program, while 
outsiders have viewed 
Ewha students’ hostile 
reaction to continuing 
educat ion s tudent s 
receiving degrees at their 
university as elitism.
But the cause of the 

situation at Ewha is 
basically the bureaucratic 
vision of the Ministry of 
Education using financial 
support as collateral for 
the heteronomous belief in 
the Ministry of Education’
s Higher Educat ion 
Policy and their rushed 
implementation.
On the other hand, 

continuing education 
colleges (and their critics) 
promoted by the Ministry 
of Education in the wake 
of this crisis is a chance 
to think seriously about 
the implications of the 
criticism business itself. 
This is because while many 
experts have pointed to 
the Ministry of Education’
s unilateral col lege 
financial aid projects and 
university management’
s inability of its leadership 
to communicate as the root 
causes of the crisis, they 
also recognize the need 
for the criticism business 
itself.

It is time for our citizens 
to change their perception 
of the university, especially 
in our aging society 
where the importance of 
adult retraining is being 
emphasized as is the door 
to the "knowledge sharing" 
era, developing people of 
various social classes.
A mode l o f adu l t 

colleges operating within 
an institution is Harvard 
University. Harvard offers 
twelve degree courses at 
its Extension School, which 
has developed into one of 
the largest colleges with 
4,000 to 10,000 students 
annually. Learners range 
from 18 to 89 years old. 
Consider the convenience 
for working adults to learn 
in a variety of teaching 
settings such as evening 
classes, online courses, 
and weekend courses. In 
addition, the University of 
Chicago’s Graham School 
or the United Kingdom 
Warwick’s Center of 
Lifelong Learning (CLL) is 
also considered a model of 
adult learning.
Considering the demand 

of the times and flow, 
the business of critics 
promoting our country’s 
Ministry of Education has 
its significant meaning. 
4-year colleges absorb 
continuing education 
systems to reflect high 
school graduates over 30 
years old with 3 or more 
years of employment 
experience regardless of 
SAT exams, and these 
continuing education 
colleges support business 
personnel focusing on 
industrial demand and a 
positive line of business 
with its own means to 
support academic work 
retroactively. 
However, the problem is 

admittedly the planning 
mentioned earlier for 
these projects, which also 
means even more hasty 
implementation. Essentially 
the business of critical 
social debate has pushed 
the hastily proposed 
plans in the university 
without consensus between 
members causing the 
situation we’re witnessing. 
Giving people a formal 

university degree for a 
college education is to 
change the identity of the 
university. For a stable 
reorganization of the 
university, consent of the 
interested parties should 
have been obtained. Rather 
than being led by the 
Ministry of Education, a 
university should have a 
philosophy and a code of 
social responsibility that 
they should have been 
developing themselves. 
Then the role of the 
Ministry would have rather 
been to focus on promotion 
to the general public. 
Critics shouldn’t have only 
participated in business 
related to university but 
opened doors for those 
who prepare for the second 
life in our aging society. 
Changing the paradigm of 
a university, gaining social 
interest, and forming public 
opinions were the first 
things to have been done.
However, the Ministry 

seeks to achieve the policy 
goals they have set up as 
a one-sided use of the 
carrot and the stick of 
“money” and “university 
evaluations” that attracts 
money while hindering 
the actual achievement 
of policy objectives. So 
if you look at the great 
conflict that took place 
within the framework of 
the business of criticism at 
Ewha Womans University, 
it is rather close to a 
collision of unintended 
consequences. Through 
university reforms led 
by the Ministry’s flow 
of money and university 
evaluations as a weapon, 
existing universities 
seeking countermeasures 
wi l l be a turbulent 
landscape that represents 
Korean universities in 
2016.
Unless the government 

changes its policy of using 
financial aid as a weapon 
to force universities to 
become vocational schools, 
additional cases like the 
one at Ewha Womans 
University will be likely to 
arise.

Translated by 
Charles Ian Chun

Editorial

BOYCOTT  FROM 1

It's then one realizes why 

the food trucks are there, 

and they begin to seem a 

little less fun.

Students at Kangnam 

University have long 

complained about the high 

prices and comparatively 

low quality of the food at 

its cafeterias. For ten years 

a single company KNJH 

operated all of the dining 

establishments, even the 

parking service, on campus 

with no competition and 

little incentive to improve.

KNJH's monopoly was 

suppose to have come 

to an end, however, 

as their contract with 

Kangnam Univers ity 

expired in July. Over the 

summer, the university's 

administration, professors, 

and student council, sat 

though proposals from 

several providers before 

enthusiastically choosing 

to go with Areum. Those 

who had helped make this 

decision looked forward to a 

better life on campus.

KNJH, however, has said 

that, without a large payout 

from Areum, they will not 

vacate the premises. Instead 

the lights have been turned 

off, and the doors to the 

cafeterias, coffee shops, 

convenience stores, and 

bookstore remain locked in 

a battle of attrition.

P A C E ,  K a n g n a m 

University's 31st student 

council is not taking these 

tactics lying down. In 

what has been described 

as a "boycott", PACE has 

organize temporary relief 

for students, starting 

with the food trucks. A 

makeshift shop has also 

been set up on the 1st 

floor of Shalom Hall selling 

snacks, school supplies, and 

Academic English textbooks 

at a lower price than the 

original bookstore offered. 

In addition, posters highly 

critical of KNJH's squatting 

appear in buildings all over 

campus while members of 

PACE wear placards to raise 

awareness of the campaign. 

Their popular Facebook 

page (search "knupace"), 

which posts regular 

updates, is also proving 

to be a useful outlet for 

student voices.

PACE's president Seong 

Bae Kim says he hopes 

these efforts will make 

companies, especially ones 

like KNJH, take notice 

and realize that students 

can wait them out and 

eventually take back control 

of their school.

"It's tiring and hard," Kim 

says, "but we can do it."
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▲ Posted around buildings on campus are critical signs like 
this one asking students about “The garbage they’ve 
taught you: Are you going to keep on swallowing this 
crap?”

PHOTO: CHARLES IAN CHUN

▲ A member of student 
council PACE works 
between classes to raise 
awareness.
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF VIKTORIA KAUNZNER

▲ German School of Music students Juhee Ihm, Haram Park, and Jiwon Lim in concert with 
the Academic Orchestra Berlin June 3 at Nikolai Concert Hall in Potsdam.

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

It has been a productive 

summer for German School 

of Music violin professor 

Viktoria Kaunzner, who 

continues to present 

challenging opportunities for 

her students while making 

her own contributions to 

musical discourse.

After enjoying recent 

success with her 3rd-

year student Juhee Ihm, 

who toured Europe with 

the Young Bavar ian 

Philharmonic Orchestra 

in January, Kaunzner's 

mentoring led to Ihm, 

2nd-year student Jiwon 

Lim, and 4th-year student 

Haram Park's invitation to 

rehearse and perform with 

the Academic Orchestra 

Berlin over the summer as 

1st violin and 2nd violins 

respectively.

During their three-week 

stay with a guest family in 

Berlin, Ihm, Lim, and Park 

improved their German 

and rehearsed intensively 

for two weeks with the 

orchestra, culminating in 

a final concert July 3 at 

Nikolai Concert Hall in 

Potsdam under the direction 

of conductor and composer 

Peter Aderhold, professor 

of music theory and 

composition at Hanns Eisler 

Musikhoch schule.

T h e  e v e n t  s a w 

p e r f o r m a n c e s  o f 

A n d r e a s L a n g e ' s 

"PeterchensMondfahrt", 

Symphonic Suite, Howard 

Elgar's Concerto for as well 

as the world premiere of 

Hector Marroquin's "The 

King of All Wild Things".

Kangnam University's 

students were not the 

only ones to make an 

appearance in Germany 

this summer. Guests of 

composer and professor 

Violeta Dinescu discussed 

and performed their works 

at a composers colloquium 

July 7 at Carl-Ossietzky-

University Oldenburg. 

Professor Ja Young Choi 

from Kangnam University's 

Department of Music 

presented and performed 

some of her compositions. 

Professor Kaunzner also 

performed harp and violin 

pieces from her Duo 47/4 

album with Anna Viechtlr. 

As Viechtlr's pregnancy 

didn't allow her to perform, 

Prof. Florence Sitruk of 

Music University Geneve 

took her place.

The event was "a vivid 

interactive moderation 

between the audience and 

the three performers. It 

made the colloquium an 

unforgettable discussion 

between the Western, 

especially German, way 

of musical thinking and 

interpretation and the 

Oriental, particularly 

Korean, musical way of 

expression, archetypes, 

traditions," Kaunzner 

explains. Attendees saw 

an "analysis of modern 

composition techniques 

in correspondence to 

political, biblical, and poetic 

backgrounds of those 

pieces." 

STYLE

By CLAUDIA GREY

Once aga in, w ith 

the beginning of the 

semester and the change 

of seasons, we find 

ourselves worried about 

what to wear. But worry 

no more! I share some 

tips on looking chic and 

retro. Retro? Yes! This 

back-to-school fashion tip 

is '90s-inspired. Try an 

A-line corduroy skirt plus 

astriped t-shirt, which 

could be layered with a 

tank top! Or high-waisted 

shorts or coveralls with 

an off-the-shoulder top. 

Mix it up with a varsity 

jacket, add huge hoop 

earrings, and finish it 

off with a pair of classic 

white sneakers.

I recommend a quick 

shopping spree to Forever 

21 or H&M. Here you 

will find the essentials 

to looking super trendy 

at school! There are 

amazing discounts almost 

everywhere. Go take 

advantage of them before 

they're all gone!

MIX AND MATCH

SOURCES: 1) CHUU.CO.KR  2) FOREVER21.COM  3) LOOKBOOK.NU/LUCIAMOUET  4) FOREVER21.NET

Students and faculty perform in Germany

▲ (from left) Prof. 
Florence Sitruk of Music 
University Geneve, Prof. Ja 
Young Choi of Kangnam 
University’s Dept. of 
Music, and Prof. Viktoria 
Kaunzner of the German 
School of Music after a 
composers colloquium at 
Carl-Ossietzky-University 
Oldenburg organized by 
Prof. Violeta Dinescu.

수원시 팔달구 정조로 751-11 중동빌딩 2F
Open Thurs 8 pm to 2 am, Fri/Sat 8 pm to late

English Quiz Night every Thursday

Ladies Night 1st Friday of every month

Halloween Party October 29

수원시 팔달구 정조로 751-11 중동빌딩 3F
Open Fri/Sat 8 pm, Closed for Chuseok

House band: The Monday Feeling
every Friday at 10 pm

Tim MC
Friday, Sept 9, 9 pm and Oct 29, 9 pm

Open Mic
Last Saturday of every month from 9 pm

Halloween Party October 29


